Introduction 53
Unsupervised clustering is commonly used for the interpretation of 'omics 54 datasets. It provides an objective and intuitive measure of similarity and difference 55 between samples. Clustering can be used to determine biologically relevant subgroups 56 of samples, find co-regulated molecular features, or provide objective support for the 57 phenotypic similarity of biological perturbations. Moreover, clustering is a key step in the 58 analysis of many emerging sequencing-based technologies. For example, a 59 fundamental challenge in the analysis of single-cell measurement data, in particular 60 single cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq), is determining robust clusters of phenotypically 61 similar cells (1) (2) (3) . Clustering is also increasingly being used alongside traditional 62 diagnostic techniques to establish new classifications of patient samples into disease-63 relevant subgroups (4-7) and for patient subgroup classification and risk stratification 64 (6, (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . The near-future of personalized medicine relies on researchers identifying 65 robust unsupervised clustering-based disease subtypes. Therefore, it is essential that 66 high-quality clustering results are easily and robustly obtainable, without user-selected 67 hyperparameters introducing bias and impeding rapid analysis. 68
Currently, researchers robustly employing unsupervised clustering must choose 69 specific algorithms and hyperparameters that are appropriate to their experiment type 70 and data. Although some efforts have been made to advise researchers on optimal 71 selection of both (13), biological datasets vary between batches, days, labs and 72 researchers, underlining the importance of context-and experiment-dependent analysis 73 tuning. Software packages for automatic hyperparameter tuning and model selection for 74 regression and classification machine learning techniques exist, notably auto-sklearn 75 from AutoML (14), but there are not yet packages for automated unsupervised 76 clustering optimization. 77
Typically, the effect of hyperparameter choice on the quality of clustering results 78 cannot be described with a convex function, meaning that when searching the 79 landscape of hyperparameter choices there are often local maxima that may appear to 80 be the optimal results if broad choices of hyperparameters are not considered. 81
Therefore it is unlikely that a sequential approach using for instance, gradient descent 82 from a single initialized set of hyperparameters, would be able to select the optimal 83 parameters for the majority of clustering challenges (15). Exhaustive (i.e. grid) search is 84 the most likely to obtain optimal results from unsupervised clustering. However, grid 85 search can be slow and cumbersome to perform for the multiple hyperparameters and 86 clustering algorithms that are available from most clustering packages. 87
Here we present hypercluster, a python package and SnakeMake pipeline for 88 parallelized clustering calculations and comparison. The hypercluster package allows 89 users to calculate results from multiple hyperparameters using one or many algorithms, 90 then easily calculate and visualize evaluation metrics for each result (16). The 91 accompanying SnakeMake pipeline allows parallelization on a single computer, across 92 a high performance computing cluster, or on cloud based services (17,18), speeding up 93 optimization, especially for large datasets. In addition, our pipeline has all the 94 advantages of the SnakeMake framework, e.g. easily adding new datasets to analyze, 95 keeping track of progress and simplified bug tracking. Currently, hypercluster can 96 compare all clustering algorithms and evaluation metrics from scikit-learn (19), as well 97 as non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) (20), Louvain and Leiden clustering (21, 22) . 98
In addition, hypercluster can be extended to employ user-supplied clustering algorithm 99 or evaluation metrics. Given a metric to maximize, hypercluster identifies "best" labels 100 and optionally provides comparisons of labeling results. Even if no single metric can be 101 used to select the best hyperparameters, hypercluster provides several visualizations 102 that help users pick labels by balancing many metrics or picking the most reproducible 103 clusters. Hypercluster provides researchers with a python package and pipeline for 104 flexible, parallelized, distributed and user-friendly algorithm selection and hyper-105 parameter tuning for unsupervised clustering. 106 leidenalg (24), louvain-igraph (25) and SnakeMake (17). Hypercluster can be run 115 independently of SnakeMake, as a standalone python package. Inputs, outputs and an 116 example workflow are described below, but additional example workflows are provided 117 at https://github.com/ruggleslab/hypercluster/tree/master/examples. SnakeMake allows users to parallelize clustering calculations. To configure the 137 SnakeMake pipeline, users edit a config.yml file ( Table 1 ). In that file, users can specify 138 input and output directories and files ( add keyword arguments to tune several steps in the process (Table 1 , lines 4, 8-9, 11-145 16). Clustering and evaluation results are then aggregated into final tables ( Fig. 1D ). 146
Other than the location and names of the input files, everything has a predefined default 147 that allows the pipeline to be used "out of the box." Users can reference the 148
documentation and examples for more information. 149 Leiden clustering are community detection algorithms for networks, usually generated 226 from shared K-nearest-neighbor adjacency matrices. We varied resolution, which 227 affects the number of members in final communities, and the k defining how many nearest neighbors are measured for constructing the adjacency graph (Fig. 2B, C) . 229
Resolution and k have significant effects on labeling results and their corresponding 230 evaluations. Interestingly, increasing resolution appears to have opposite effects on 231 clustering quality (e.g. as measured by silhouette score) depending on k, with a large 232 spread of silhouette scores dependent on k at low resolution, converging to similar 233 silhouette scores at higher resolution (Fig. 2B, C) . These results highlight the 234 importance of simultaneous tuning of multiple hyperparameters. Plots like those in Fig.  235 2B, showing the effect of varying each parameter individually on evaluation metrics, can 236 be automatically generated by the visualize_for_picking_best_labels function or listing 237 evaluations in the "screeplot_evals" section of a config.yml file. 238
To observe if clustering on 500 variable genes can recapitulate PAM50 239 classification, we identified results that best match PAM50 subtypes according to the 240 adjusted rand score while labeling all samples (Fig. 3) . By this metric, the best labels 241 were generated by NMF clustering (37) with n_clusters=4 ( Fig. 3A-C) . These labels that 242 do diverge from the PAM50 classification correspond to a subset of Luminal A samples 243 that cluster with Luminal B samples (Fig. 3D ). Hypercluster allows researchers to 244 compare different algorithms and hyperparameter combinations in a reproducible and 245 convenient way. 246 
Exploration of bone marrow microenvironment scRNA-seq 258
To demonstrate hypercluster's utility for analysis of single cell data sets, we 259 analyzed scRNA-seq from a study investigating the hematopoietic stem cell 260 microenvironment (38) and performed comparative analysis of several clustering 261 algorithms in parallel on a high performance computing cluster utilizing a Slurm 262 scheduler (39). We used normalized expression data from untreated cells sorted for 263 mesenchymal stromal and vascular endothelial, and osteoblast markers, subset to the 264 2000 most variable genes from the seurat object containing the data (36,38). We then 265 used hypercluster to explore the labeling results from all available clustering algorithms 266 and ranges of relevant hyperparameters. Hypercluster was then used to evaluate labels 267 with every available metric, including metrics that measure inherent labeling quality, as 268 well as comparing new labels to cell types identified in the original study (Fig. 4A) . The 269 approach that best recapitulated the published labels was clustering with 270 MiniBatchKMeans with 12 clusters (Fig. 4B-D) . These labels differed from published 271 labels largely from swapping cells in the P1 and P2 groups (Fig. 4B ), which are both 272 LEPR + subgroups, that were shown to be very similar in the original paper (38). While 273 the original labels were generated using community detection methods like Louvain and 274
Leiden clustering, those methods performed poorly compared to others ( Figure S3 ), 275 likely due to differences in data pre-processing. Varying the number of clusters has 276 variable effects on evaluation results (Fig. 4A, 4C , Figure S3 Defining groups of molecularly similar patient samples is key to personalizing 296 medical prognosis, diagnosis and treatment strategies, making unsupervised clustering 297 a workhorse for researchers advancing personalized medicine. It is therefore essential 298 that unsupervised clustering is rigorous and not biased by arbitrary hyperparameter 299 selection. While extremely high quality open-source tools such as scikit-learn make 300 unsupervised clustering accessible to many, exhaustively and reproducibly comparing 301 hyperparameters is still challenging; hypercluster solves these issues. 302
Nearly every step in data analysis pipelines require hyperparameter selection, 303 during which biased or arbitrary parameter selection can greatly impact results. Further, 304 data preprocessing, involving the filtering of datasets to remove low quality or low 305 coverage samples or features (e.g. removing genes with very few reads in RNA-seq), 306 also greatly impacts downstream clustering results. Hypercluster provides a workflow to 307 address the former issue, allowing for comprehensive evaluation of multiple 308 hyperparameters and clustering algorithms simultaneously. The package auto-sklearn 309 (14) provides functionality for automating pre-processing of data tables, which could 310 easily be incorporated upstream of hypercluster to automate the latter. In addition to the 311 simple command line functions, we have also employed SnakeMake for parallelization, 312 a workflow management system already widely used for pipeline optimization (40-46). 313
If unsupervised clustering is a downstream analytic method of interest, 314 determining which parameters to select can be cumbersome, and possibly inaccurate, 315 without a clustering optimization tool like hypercluster. While it is not always clear how 316 to choose hyperparameters or algorithms in a consistent way (e.g. when two different 317 conditions optimize for different metrics), it is essential to at least understand if the 318 labels one obtains are robust to small changes in algorithm or hyperparameter choice 319 (e.g. as shown in Figure S1 ). Our package greatly improves the ability of researchers to 320 gain this understanding. In addition to assisting researchers in choosing 321 hyperparameters, hypercluster aids computational biologists who are benchmarking 322 new clustering algorithms, evaluation metrics and pre-or post-processing steps (3). In 323 conclusion, hypercluster streamlines the use of unsupervised clustering to derive 324 biologically relevant structure within data. Most importantly, it eases the prioritization of 325 rigor and reproducibility for researchers using these techniques. 326 327 Acknowledgements 328
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Availability of data and materials 333
Hypercluster is released on pip (pip install hypercluster) and conda (conda install -c 334 bioconda hypercluster). Development versions and installation instructions can be found 
